
R e f l e c t i o n s  

SHATTERED DREAMS 

I WELCOME STUDENTS ENROLLING IN MY DEATH 
and dylng class each spring with a comment that I enjoy 
the course the most of any that I teach. This is because I 

learn so much from the students who really become my teach- 
ers. So, what lessons were available when, some two thirds of 
the way through the most recent class, an excellent student 
and prominent class participant takes her life with a gun, with 
no note, no good-bye, no explanation why What can I say 
when philosophy encounters reality? 

I did not know W very well, although she had struck me as 
very bright and independent, and dedicated intellectually and 
socially to the aims of the class. She would bring refreshments 
for other students on her own volition; the week before her 
death, she had coordinated one of the most scintillating class 
discussions that has ever taken place in any of my classes, on 
ironically enough, the theme of grief. I had sensed a kind of in- 
tellectual kinship with W that occurs with only one or two stu- 

dents each class. Now, I think, that kinship might have instead 
reflected a shared experience of the torture of internal demons. 

Upon first learning of Ws death-from an M.D. who had 
been summoned from our class and, much to his horror, found 
himself performing a medical examination on a classmate-an 
immediate guilt reaction lucked in. What had I said, what had 
the class done, that might have contributed to or even encour- 
aged Ws suicide? I teach the course on the premise that the con- 
frontation with one's own mortality brings meaning and fullness 
to life. It is a pedagogically risky premise if one takes the 
premise seriously and finds a void of meaning. As Dostoevsky 
wrote, "One must love life before loving its meaning. Yes, and if 
love of life disappears, no meaning can console us." 

Had I missed something in Ws journal writings, writings 
her family read and re-read to see if there was any inkling of 
Ws state of mind? We could find nothing suggestive. Still, my 
personal sense of guilt reflects an academic conceit that stu- 
dents are actually absorbing the class content. How presump- 
tuous such thinking is. Sure, I hope my course will help 
students live the examined life, but that goal is seldom shared 
by students. We may learn together, but with different agendas 

in mind. 

"I  wcis going to just 'let the consequence follow,' 
but then I decided to engage an attorney.'" 

I soon came to the realization that 
what was passing as guilt was a pro- 
found sense of regret, a sentiment stim- 
ulated by the fact that I had never yet 
(and now, never would) told W how 
"good" she really was-as a scholar, a 
writer, a person. The bureaucratization, 
competitiveness, and impersonality of 
the modem university does not en- 
courage such sharing. The price of fair- 
ness to all is friendship with some. Still, 
the regret persists. 

Traditionally, philosophic prohibi- 
tions of suicide have invoked the harm 
of self-killing on the community Such 
claims have lost their force in a culture 
that prizes the social abandonment we 
dignify as "autonomy" Ws suicide was 
a testament to the wisdom of the tradi- 
tional concerns. There were the imme- 
diate survivors-a family, a partner, a 
friend-who had gazed into the abyss 
of meaningless death and had become 
emotionally numb, shells of their 
selves. And Ws classmates, my stu- 
dents, would find themselves in the 
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days and weeks to come engulfed in tides of 
anger, grief, and bewilderment, pained for rea- 
sons they could not understand or clearly artic- 
ulate. W's suicide seemed to open the floodgates 
of hell, as student after student came and talked 
. . . about personal or familial experiences with 
suicide, or stories of violence, family abuse, di- 
vorce, sexual assault. A never-ending cascade, it 
seemed, of pain and broken lives. How much 
pain we must bear in life, how fragile the good- 
ness we embody 

I recognized also what this class catharsis 
meant, and it too made me angry at W What 
her peers will remember forever after from the 
class will be her death, not the many enlighten- 
ing and empowering dialogues we experienced 
on how to live life fully W supplanted me as in- 
structor, and I had no recourse or way of con- 
trol. 

"How do you go on?," several students asked, 
not to me necessarily, but of themselves. "It 
seems so stupid," others commented, "to philos- 
ophize about death. Talk is futile." Or, "every- 
thing, my life, just seems so pointless." My "W suicide seemed to open thefloodgates of hell, as student after student 
students (and I) were experiencing what Camus came and talked . . . about personal orfamilial experiences with suicide, 
calls "the absurd," or what C.S. Lewis describes or stories of violence, family abuse, divorce, sexual assault." 
as the "iconoclasm of death." I did not inform 
my students of these scholarly constructs; they knew full well class might use Ws suicide as some kind of learning exercise, 
what they were experiencing without any French or British as though her death, her person, were a mere means to peda- 
overlay Indeed, to indicate their sentiments were academically gogcal ends. 
explicable in fact diminishes the individuality and uniqueness I found nonetheless that I could carry on because of the 
of that experience. It has the pernicious effect of suggesting the simple acts of kindness of others. Phone calls, notes, encourag- 

P e c u l i a r  People 

FEELINGS ABOUT GETTING PREGNANT 
IN 1995, THE NATIONAL S U R W  
of Family Growth interviewed a na- 
tional sample of about ten thousand 
women between the ages of 14 and 44. 
These women were asked how they felt 
about their last pregnancy, with ratings 
ranging from 1 to 10. Most women re- 
port positive feelings, but LDS women 
are more likely to do so than is the case 
nationally Specifically, LDS women 

&b -8' 
were more likely to say they felt good, 

4 that they were happy about teaching 

&* and caring for the child, that they were 
.9 happy to tell friends, and that they ,."" were happy to buy things for the baby 

+*@ Indeed, the LDS women rated a near 
perfect 10 on the happy to buy things 
for the baby scale. 
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Si lver  Anniversa ry  

WHAT SUNSTONE MEANS TO ME 

M Y RELATIONSHIP WITH SUNSTONE IS and clarify my own views. 
many-faceted. I enjoy the talks, articles, stories, Perhaps non-members like me have a different idea of 
news, reviews, editorials, letters, and cartoons. SUNSTONE than do members. SUNSTONE has a vitality 

They continually enrich and challenge my life and and passion for truth not seen elsewhere. And although 
thought. once-fresh ideas can become stale with repetition, 

Since converting to the Church in 1955, I have had a SUNSTONE somehow manages to stay lively and interest- 
growing sense of spiritual loss. The Church has a greater ing. 
emphasis on conformity and institutional concerns, less on If I were to express a single interest for the future of 
the liberating message originally brought by missionaries SUNSTONE, it would be, "Please, don't ever lose passion. 
all those years ago. SUNSTONE keeps alive for me a spirit of You really matter, even to those of us on the fringe." I can 
acceptance and love amid diversity-the essence of Jesus' fairly say that my interest in Mormonism would have 
teachings. SUNSTONE'S spirit of free inquiry and personal waned long ago if not for SUNSTONE. Lively discussions, 
discovery enables me to preserve the vitality of my faith. challenging meetings with the best and the brightest, and 
And it gives me a loving community where I can respond opportunities to participate all combine to keep my inter- 
honestly-a community that also encourages me to recog- est. 
nize and accept the honest heart-searching of others. Thanks to all who make this endeavor possible. This 

I rejoiced at my first Sunstone symposium, held at the Jewish Gentile is grateful to make SUNSTONE a part of my 
University of Utah. I was deeply relieved as I found anew life. 
what the Church had provided for me back in England- JEFF NEEDLE 
the freedom to grow and discover truth, the chance to Chula Vista, California 
have my ideas tested in open discussion (as Hugh B. 
Brown advocated just after I joined the Church). I thrilled M Y INVOLVEMENT WITH SUNSTONE HAS 
once more at liberating truths newly unveiled. The maga- not been as intense as I might have liked, 
zine has played its part, too, publishing a constant supply though through the symposiums, I have found 
of challenging, new articles. Elbert Peck's editorials always comfort. Because of this, I have not completely left 
move me. They contain some of the most spiritually heal- Mormonism, although I have been excommunicated. 
ing messages I ever hear, and they help me in daily life. When I embraced Mormonism at the age of twenty, I was 

SUNSTONE allows me to see myself more clearly and enraptured by the idealism that I believed it promulgated. 
honestly. It also helps me feel less alone in my question- It is a marvelous institution in so many ways, bringing vi- 
ing. It is wonderful to meet the members of this loving tality and joy to so many. Now, I am amazed to join with 
and enthusiastic community each year at symposiums, the diverse and tolerant SUNSTONE community. I find a 
many who are as strong in the faith, if not stronger, than familiarity of spirit not unlike that of members of a family 
many of those Saints I meet each Sunday at church. Quite who have grown and gone separate ways but when 
frankly, I often wonder where I'd be without all the spin- brought together, because of mutual history, associate 
tual and intellectual nourishment they and SUNSTONE happily again though differences may be great. 
provide. That is the power of SUNSTONE to me, and I am grate- 

IRENE M. BATES ful to be part of it, however peripheral that may be. 
Pacific Palisades, California TREVOR SOUTHEY 

Oakland, California 

S UNSTONE WAS ONE OF MY FIRST MEANING- 
FUL encounters with Mormonism. Reading back In celebration of 1999's marking twenty-five years since a 
issues of the magazine, I realized for the first time small group of audacious college students founded Sunstone, 

that Mormonism was diverse and intellectually challeng- the magmine will feature refections on its role in the lives of 
ing, more than I had thought from the Church's public those within the "Sunstone community." Please briefy share 
image. Through SUNSTONE, I have become friends with your thoughts on Sunstone's successes andfailures and where it 
some extraordinary people. And my participation in van- should go in the future. E-mail to cSunstoneUT@aol.corn> or 
ous symposiums has given me an opportunity to sharpen mail to 343 North 300 West, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84103. 
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ing words. Paradoxically, WS suicide revealed humanity at its 
worst (self-destruction) and best (compassion). Part of the 
strength of the human self is its resiliency to endure and live 
on when there are no answers. 

I do not know if I have it in me to teach this class again, 
notwithstanding the requests to continue by WS partner, her 
classmates, and some professional colleagues. I had enjoyed 
the class because of what I had been taught, but this learning 
was unanticipated, painful, and wrenching. It was a shaking of 
the foundations. Maybe silence is the preferable option, a si- 
lence that acknowledges the validity of Camus' comment that 
the order of the world is shaped by death. Or, should the ap- 
proach be one of revolt and rebellion against meaninglessness, 
in solidarity with others? All I have now are questions . . . and 
a prayer that W has found a measure of peace. 

-COURTNEY S. CAMPBELL 
Cowallis, Oregon 

CCampbell@orst.edu 

C u r e l o m s  a n d  C u m m o m s  

BENEDICTTONARY 

P ROPOSED ADDITIONS TO THE LATTER-DAY SAINT 
Lexicon: 

A 

BABYLONDE: Pamela Anderson, Marie Osmond's new pal. 
BRIBLE BELT: Utah, in Olympic parlance. 
B. Y. EUNUCH: Professor who can't propagate challenging insights 
for fear of being cut off by the university (Cf. WRITERS GELD.) 
ELDER SKELTER: That unbalanced missionary who inevitably 
becomes your companion. 
GARMENTLA: "Forgetting" to put them back on after the ball 
game. 
GENERAL CONFLUENCE: Semi-annual crush of traffic and 
pedestrians in downtown Salt Lake City. 
HAULOCROST: The Mormon Exodus. (From "Think of all the 
stuff the pioneers had to haul acrost the plains.") 
HYMNOSIS: Mental state following the singing of "If You Could 
Hie to Kolob." 
INTERNECK: To display inappropriate intimacy in an LDS 
Singles chat room. 
JANICE KAPILLARRRY: Blood vessel in forehead which may burst 
when subjected to Mormon musicals. 
MATRICUMONY: Enrollment at BYU in order to get mamed. 
MORMONA LISA: Portrait of famous female Church leader, (Yet 
to be painted.) 
PARTICLES OF FAITH: Those scriptures still committed to mem- 
ory after age twenty-five. 
PATRIARCHIE: Household power structure reminiscent of All in 
the Family. 
POLYGAMETE: Pre-mortal child of Wife Number Three. 
POLYGLUT: Abundance of plural mamages in Utah despite a 
one-hundred-year ban. 
PREMATURE EVACUATION: Slipping out of the meeting before 

INTERNECK: To display inappropriate intimacy 
in an LDS singles chat room. 

the closing hymn and/or prayer. 
PROPHETEERING: Using Church leaders' food-storage admoni- 
tions to drum up sales of Y2K supplies. 
PROXYSM: Performance of convulsions for the dead. 
QUADROPHOBIA: Anxiety about having to lug around all four 
standard works. 
RELEASE SOCIETY: Group of sign-waving loved ones waiting for 
a missionary to step off the plane. 
REMERSION: Multiple baptism attempts due to a pesky toe or 
knee. 
SCRIPTURE CHASTE: Never having read the Song of Solomon. 
SEAGULP: Rapid consumption of a cricket. 
SLACKRAMENT: What a deacon takes to the unmotivated folks 
in the foyer. 
SLAM DUNK: Baptism which takes longer than the prior con- 
version process. 
TESTOSTEREVELATION: His "spiritual confirmation" that she's 
his eternal mate, despite her lack of interest. (Also TESTOSTI- 
MONY.) 
TRANSGREST STOP: Border town (e.g., Evanston, Wendover) that 
exists primarily to give Utahn Mormons quick access to vice. 
Y ~ C :  The Year of the Second Coming. (Highly unlikely to be 
2000 A.D., but, hey, you never know.) 

-M. SPAFF SUMSION 
Austin, Txas 

spaff@itransect.com 
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T r a n s l a t e d  C o r r e c t l y  

I "DON'T CURSE, BLESS" 
ROMANS 12:9-21 

KING JAMES VERSION THE NEW TESTAMENT IN 
MODERN ENGLISH 

Macmillan Publishing Co., 1972 

C H A P T E R  1 2  C H A P T E R  1 2  
9 Let love be without dissimula- Let w have real Christian behaviour 

tion. Abhor that which is evil; cleave 
to that which is good. 

10 Be lundly affectioned one to 
another with brotherly love; in hon- 
our preferring one another; 

11 Not slothful in business; fer- 
vent in spirit; serving the Lord; 

12 Rejoicing in hope; patient in 
tribulation; continuing instant in 
prayer; 

13 Distributing to the necessity of 
saints; given to hospitality 

14 Bless them which persecute 
you: bless, and curse not. 

15 Rejoice with them that do re- 
joice, and weep with them that 
weep. 

16 Be of the same mind one to- 
ward another. Mind not high things, 
but condescend to men of low estate. 
Be not wise in your own conceits. 

17 Recompense to no man evil 
for evil. Provide things honest in the 
sight of all men. 

18 If it be possible, as much as li- 
eth in you, live peaceably with all 
men. 

19 Dearly beloved, avenge not 
yourselves, but rather give place unto 
wrath: for it is written, Vengeance is 
mine; I will repay, saith the Lord. 

20 Therefore if thine enemy 
hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give 
him drink: for in so doing thou shalt 
heap coals of fire on his head. 

21 Be not overcome of evil, but 
overcome evil with good. 

Let us have no imitation Christian 
love. Let us have a genuine hatred for 
evil and a real devotion to good. Let 
us have real warm affection for one 
another as between brothers, and a 
willingness to let the other man have 
the credit. Let us not allow slackness 
to spoil our work and let us keep the 
fires of the spirit burning, as we do 
our work for the Lord. Base your 
happiness on your hope in Christ. 
When trials come endure them pa- 
tiently; steadfastly maintain the habit 
of prayer. Give freely to fellow- 
Christians in want, never grudging a 
meal or a bed to those who need 
them. And as for those who try to 
make your life misery, bless them. 
Don't curse, bless. Share the happi- 
ness of those who are happy, and the 
sorrow of those who are sad. Live in 
harmony with each other. Don't be- 
come snobbish but take a real inter- 
est in ordinary people. Don't become 
set in your own opinions. Don't pay 
back a bad turn by a bad turn, to 
anyone. See that your public behav- 
iour is above criticism. As far as your 
responsibility goes, live at peace with 
everyone. Never take vengeance into 
your own hands, my dear friends: 
stand back and let God punish if he 
will. For it is written: 

Vengeance belongeth unto me: I 
will recompense, saith the Lord. 
And it is also written: 

If thine enemy hunger, feed him; 
If he thirst, give him to drink: 
For in so doing thou shalt heap 

coals of fire upon his head. Don't al- 
low yourself to be overpowered by 
evil. Take the offensive-overpower 
evil with good! 

Twenty  Years  Ago i n  S u n s t o n e  

REALISTIC 
EXPECTATIONS 

I N 1979, RANDOM HOUSE PUBLISHED THE 
landmark Mormon Experience: A History of the 
Latter-day Saints by Leonard Arrington and Davis 
Bitton. The July-August 1979 SUNSTONE fea- 
tured an interview with the two Church histori- 
ans. Here is Davis Bitton's answer to the question, 
"How would you describe the relationsip between 
faith and history!" 

BITTON: What's potentially damaging or 
challenging to faith depends entirely, I think, 
on one's expectations, and not necessarily his- 
tory Any kind of experience can be shattering 
to faith if the expectation is such that one is not 
prepared for the experience. A person can join 
the Church with a totally unrealistic mind pic- 
ture of what it means to be a Mormon or to be 
in a Mormon ward. To go into a real Mormon 
ward where there are children crying and 
where there are uninformed comments made in 
Sunday School classes can be damagng to that 
person's faith. . . . 

History is similar. One moves into the land 
of history, so to speak, and finds shattering in- 
congruities, which can be devastating to faith. 
But the problem is with the expectation, not 
with the history One of the jobs of the histori- 
ans and of educators in the Church, who teach 
people growing up in the Church and people 
coming into the Church, is to try to see to it 
that expectations are realistic. The Lord does 
not expect us to believe lies. We believe in be- 
ing honest and' true, as well as chaste and 
benevolent. My experience, like that of 
Leonard, has not been one of having my faith 
destroyed. I think my faith has changed and 
dee~ened and become richer and more consis- 
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tent with the complexity of human experience. This is what 
the Lord wants me to do in life-to grow and develop in this 
way Perhaps the only answer to a question about faith and his- 
tory is to say that we are examples of people who know a fair 
amount about Mormon history and still have strong testi- 
monies of the gospel. 

T h e  Words Among  Us 

SOME NOTES O N  LITERATURE 
BY MORMON WOMEN 

0 NE PRINCIPAL PROJECT OF FEMINIST LITERARY 
criticism has been to go back into history and recover 
texts by women that a male-dominated process of 

canonization has excluded. This is a worthy project but not 
one a necessary one when discussing Mormon literature. To a 
very large degree, texts by Mormon women are the Mormon 
literary canon, and when we discuss important, influential, 
and critically acclaimed books by Mormons, we will find our 
conversations nearly dominated by women authors' works. 

A brief list of the major accomplishments of Mormon 
women writers would include at least: the first novel ever 
written by a Mormon (Susan Young Gates's John Steven? 
Courtship), the most critically acclaimed novel ever written by 
a Mormon (Maureen Whipple's The Giant Joshua), the most 
respected body of literature about Mormonism by a Mormon 
(the novels of Virgnia Sorensen), the only book by an active 
Mormon ever to win a Pulitzer Prize (Laurel Thatcher Ulrich's 

A Midwive's Tale), and the only work of Mormon literature 
regularly taught in English departments around the country 
(Terry Tempest Williams3 Refuge). 

To this list, we can add the impressive accomplishments of 
Mormon women in the last few years. Judith Freeman and 
Terry Tempest Williams have garnered more laurels from the 
culture-vulture crowd than any ten other Mormon writers 
combined. And writers such as Phyllis Barber, Pauline 
Mortensen, Margaret Young, and, in the field of adolescent lit- 
erature, Ann Edwards Cannon and Louise Plummer, have 
gained favor with critics and reviewers throughout the United 
States. And the appeal of Mormon women is not limited to the 
world of academic fiction. During the last ten years, the two 
best-selling books involving Mormons have been Betty Eadie's 
Embraced by the Light and Deborah Laakek Secret Ceremonies. 
And, though I do not have sales figures, I would guess the cur- 
rent sales leader among Mormon writers is not Orson Scott 
Card, but Anne Perry, whose seemingly endless string of best- 
selling mystery books now occupies a full shelf in most major 
bookstores. 

Considering such impressive accomplishments, it seems a 
bit anomalous to ask if we should consider "Mormon Women's 
Literature" as being different than "Mormon Literature" in gen- 
eral. I have realized for a long time that the vast majority of 
what I consider serious Mormon literature has been written by 
women. I could imagme a plausible college course in Mormon 
literature that didn't teach a single book by a man; I could not, 
however, imagne the reverse. In both historical and contem- 
porary terms, Mormon women have simply outdone Mormon 
men in almost all categories of literary production. 

Brian Crane, a nationally syndicated cartoonist and Latter-day Saint of Sparks, 
Nevada, has recently released an anthology of his Pickles cartoon strips. Among them 
are several that have subtle, easy-to-miss Mormon connections: the temple photograph 
hanging in Opal and Earl5 home or perhaps an LDS chapel in the background, and, of 

course, the strip's continual, family-friendly orientation. 

Brian Crane's comic strip Pickles is syndicated by the Washington Post Writers Group. This cartoon is reprinted courtesy of 
Longstreet Press, puMishers of Pickles, the anthology. 
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This impressive body o l  literature by Mormon women 
needs to be analyzed as both Mormon literature and women's 
literature-and, il we examine it these ways, we will find it has 
significant implications lor both areas ol study. Mormon liter- 
ary critics need to try to understand the strength o l  women's 
writing within our culture. We need to ask il something about 
a woman's position within Mormonism is especially conducive 
to good literature--or, on the other hand, il something about 
the position of men decreases either their ability or their 
propensity to write. We are a culture whose official, institu- 
tional delinition has always come from our men; is this situa- 
tion in any way responsible lor the fact that such a large part of 
our unollicial, literary definition has come lrom our women? 

But leminists, too perhaps, have something to learn from 
Mormon women's writing. In most leminist circles, 
Mormonism is seen as a constrictive, rigidly patriarchal culture 
where women are almost entirely conlined to the domestic 
sphere. Il this is indeed the case, then why have Mormon 
women enjoyed such success in the very public sphere o l  liter- 
ary production? Could it be that Mormon culture in general is- 
n't quite as Neanderthal as many in academia believe? Or is it 
something else? There is yet much to be asked-and learned. 

-MICHAEL AUSTIN 
Shepherdstown, West Virginia 

a version ofthis originally ran on the AML-List 

I don't care how you quote me, 

just make sure you spell my 

name right. 

C v b e r S a i n t s  

BRACKETING OUT [MESS] 

ITS TITLE IS TEACHINGS OF.. . BRIGHAM YOUNG, YET THE 
1998-99 Relief Societyhlelchizedek priesthood manual did 
not intend to be a representative sampling o l  the nineteenth- 
century Church president's thought. No, the manual is by, lor, 
and o l  the emerging twenty-lirst-century Church, and that's to 
be expected. It is lor a Church class designed to exhort Saints 
in their present duties; it's not lor a graduate history seminar. 
The manual appropriates well over a thousand o l  Brigham's 
quotes to make its correlated points, not his. A more accuate ti- 
tle is, "Teachings o l  Brigham Young with which We Agree." It's 
not interested in his non-applicable thoughts, in taking the 
man whole, in discerning divinity within his humanity. 

But even with sale lesson topics, Brigham's outspoken, oc- 
casionally radioactive words are olten hard to harness. The 
task was made easier by picking lrom John A. Widtsoe's sani- 
tized and at times out-ol-context 1941 quote collection, Dis- 

courses of Brigham Young (DBY), instead o l  directly quoting DBYs 
ready-relerenced original source, the Journal of Discourses OD). 

It is one thing to choose the salest o l  his 150-year-old- 
words that buuress today's curriculum; it is another to edit 
Brother Brigham into his antonym-a late twentieth-century 
monogamist. For President Hinckley, polygamy is "not doctri- 
nal." Okay by me. But Brigham without the Principle is like 
Socrates with no questions. You can't quote B. Y. much with- 
out it popping up. Even editor Widtsoe with his unellipsed 
cuts kept polygamy. Yet lrom the introductory ':Historical 
Summary," which notes Young's lirst wile's death and then only 
his second marriage, the manual manages to never mention the 
P-word. It's not lying, just protective omitting, and with 
scrupulous textual care. In chapter 23, ironically about "the 
new and everlasting covenant o l  marriage," a B. Y. quote reads: 

Let the husband and lather learn to bend his will to 
the will o l  his God, and then instruct his [wile] and 
children . . . (DBY, 198). 

In the  original^^, and also in DBY, the word is wives. The quote 
was chosen lor its counsel to lathers; polygamy was an unfor- 
tunate and disruptive weed, and easily plucked. But lor many, 
this olt-cited change made every bracket and ellipsis suspect. 

And in early 1998, the LDs Internet buzzed about the man- 
ual's "censorship": that the context lor one seemingly innocu- 
ous quote was-get this!-Adam-God; with a quote about 
laying hands on the sick, the very next unquoted sentence 
praises women lor giving blessings; and one quote's ellipsis 
skipped words about sealings that not only bind "woman to 
man" but-gasp!-"man to man." In the past, Church leaders 
who knew better tried to innoculate the Saints lrom Brigham's 
boo-boos by preaching that he was misquoted. Today, they just 
quote around the embarrassments. Sleuthing these editorial 
cover-ups was tedious work. To read each quote in its original 
JD text, you had Lo first go to DBY to get t h e J ~  relerence and to 
see il any changes were Widtsoe's. For scandal addicts, the 
rushes were few and weak. Most cuts had some rationale; alter 
all, these were "quotes," not whole speeches. Still, analyzing 
their selection and editing can reveal theological and cultural 
insights. And since the LDS Curriculum director told the A.F! 
that the ellipsis cuts were First Presidency directed, the edit- 
ings are a snapshot o l  our leaders' Church and world views. 

But this is old news. What is new right now is this website: 
chttp:Nwww.netcolony.com/membershseng/lds/bylessons/ 
Contents.html>. It has all the manual's DBY quotes, and with a 
mouse click on one, its extended JD passage appears, with the 
quote bolded, in color, shining in its original (con)text, and 
bumping into Brigham's adjacent, heretolore quarantined 
heresies. It took the quotekeepers years to purily Brigham, and 
now in seconds any online Mormon can be exposed to the 
earthy, generous, racist, visionary, opinionated, brilliant, error- 
neous, Moses-prophet, petty dictator Brigham Young. And why 
worry? For centuries, Christians have discerned Paul's paean to 
charity as pure God (1 Cor. 13) while in the very next chapter 
they've dismissed Paul's command lor women to be silent in 
Church as "his opinion." Mormons can take Brigham straight. 

-F! Q. BLISS 
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MORMON INDEX 

Average number of LDS chapels built each day during the first half of the 1990s: 1 

Average number of chapels built daily in the second half of the '90s: 2 

Percentage of zCM1 retail chain owned by the LDS church: 52 

Rank of Britain among all nations for most Mormons in 1850: 1 

Rank of Britain among all nations for most Mormons in 1997: 8 

Approximate number of Church buildings in Western Europe equipped to receive general conference proceedings via satellite: 150 

Number of members the Victoria British Columbia Stake has pledged to reactivate by the year 2000: 800 

Number of missionaries the new Peru missionary training center can accommodate: 150 

Number of cans of food preserved for non-Mormons at a Montana LDS cannery over the last three years: 170,000 

Number of years a small, North Carolina cemetery was uncared for before eighty Saints performed service clean-up: 40 

Approximate number of mission reunions occumng near the time of each general conference: 900 

Average age of first mamage for Manti women born before 1852: 20.28 

Average age of first marriage for Utah men born before 1852: 24.25 

Percentage of Manti males, born before 1852, who were married before age 28: 81.8 

Rank of BYUS J. Reuben Clark Law School among U.S. law schools: 29 

Rank of BYU's Mamott School of Management among U.S. management schools: 49 

Average percentage of their total income that Americans making $200,000 or more give to charities: 3.3 

Average percentage of their total income that Americans making $15,000 or less gve to charities: 18 

Ratio of percentages of Utah Valley LDS teen grls to boys who admit being sexually active: 5:6 

Ratio of percentages of East Coast LDs teen girls to boys who admit being sexually active: 12:7 

Percentage of Utah Valley high school male studen-mostly Mormons-who admit to cheating in school often: 69 

Percentage of U.S. high school students who admit to cheating often: 70 

Change for 1999 in minimum age for members of the Tabernacle Choir: 30 to 25 

Maximum number of years a person may sing in the Tabernacle Choir: 20 

Age of mandatory retirement from the choir: 60 

Amount of money Gordon B. Hinckley had to his name when he mamed Marjorie Pay: $150 

Number of Deseret Industries thrift stores the Church operates: 47 

Number of U.S. states with Deseret Industries stores: 7 

Number of years the Church has operated the "D.I." thrift stores: 60 

Estimated number of people who went to Temple Square for the April 1999 General Conference: 34,000 

Number of square miles expected to be infested with Mormon Crickets in the Western U.S. in this year's "major infestation": 1,300 

Number of states facing the cricket plague: 5 

Amount the Department of Agriculture needs, and does not have, to fight the cricket infestation: $1 million 

Height the Church shortened the main Boston temple spire as a "gesture of good will" to concerned neighbors: 17 feet 

Portion of planned Boston temple spires entirely eliminated in this same Church act of good will: 516 

Number of covered wagons in a Church sesquicentennial parade in Rome: 5 

1,2 Salt Lahe Tribune, 3 Apr. 1999, Al; 3 Time, 4 Aug. 1997, 54; 4.5 1997-1998 Church Almanac (Deseret News), 19; 6 Church News 3 Oct. 1998, 10; 7 
Church News 22 Aug. 1998, 10; 8 Church News 12 Sept. 1998, 3; 9.10 Church News 22 Aug. 1998, 10, 11; 11, Church News 19 Sept. 1998,8;  12.13, 
14 Journal of Mormon History 24:l (spring 1998) 93. 99; 15, 16 U.S. News G World Report 29 Mar. 1999; 17, 18 Salt Lake Tnbune 16 Jan. 1999; 19.20 

Daily Universe, 12 Nov 1998,3; 21,22 Deseret News, 28 Nov. 1998; 23.24.25 Church News, 2 Jan. 1999; 26,27,28,29 Church News, 7 Nov. 1998, 5 ;  
30 Ogden Standard Examiner, 7 Apr. 1999, online edition; 31.32.33 Salt Lake Tribune, 27 Mar. 1999, online edition; 34,35 Salt Lahe Tribune, 13  Feb. 

1999, C l ;  36 Church News. 19 July 1997, 3. 
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